How to use E-learning Module
The eLearning Module is an HTML format tool which works with most common browser software (such as
Internet explorer®, Firefox®, Safari®, etc). This allows interpretation of the eLearning Module code as
hypertext giving users the possibility of interacting with the text and the images.
1 To start, the user may click the intuitive icons or follow the vertical toolbar and hypertexts.
This process will guide the user through all the sequences of the unit or alternatively enable one or
more sequences within the unit to be skipped and a specific unit selected.
The first layout proposes a central ‘orange dot’ icon to start-up with the eLearning Module.

2 A vertical bar on the left side (the five grey dot icons from U1 to U5) guides the
user into the 5 eLearning Module Units:
Once a specific unit has
been selected by the
user, two orange dot
icons at the bottom,
right-hand, side of the
screen permit the user
to move sequentially
through the unit.

Unit 1 _ Urban green spaces: a key resource for sustainable urban development
Unit 2 _ Green spaces’ main functions and benefits
Unit 3 _ Green spaces as a challenge of sustainable urban planning
Unit 4 _ Planning and design of green spaces
Unit 5 _ Green spaces’ management
3 The vertical hypertexts highlighted in green on the
left-hand side permit the user to skip back and forth through
the different sections of the unit.

5 For each single layout, the terms
highlighted in green are pop-ups that link
to additional contents (to deepen or ‘drill
down’ through the process).
The orange highlighted texts are links to
external websites or additional PDF files
that may be downloaded.
6 These projects contain
information about:

4 A grid frame of
examples (the toolbar
containing icons on
the.bottom,
left-hand, side of the
screen)
permits
users to access the
GreenKeys.Pilot
Projects.and
European.Urban
Green.Projects
specific content sections.
The Pilot Projects and European Projects are divided into 3
different spatial scales:
Neighborhood, Urban, Regional.

Project – main information
Structural and functional issues
Strategic role in urban
planning policies.
Four main keys issues about urban green spaces are provided as
evidence:
Ecological, Economic, Social, Planning and design issues

GreenKeys Project is part-financed by the
European Union Community Initiative
Interreg III B CADSES
www.greenkeys-project.net

7 Glossary
Users can access the whole glossary by clicking the grey dot
icon with the book symbol on the right-hand down side of
each layout.
Alternatively they can click the specific hypertext terms
(highlighted in brown).

